Limbic seizures, but not kindling, reversibly impair place learning in the Morris water maze.
We investigated the effects of kindling and kindled seizures in different limbic structures on place and cue learning in the Morris water maze. The triggering of seizures by stimulation of the perforant path, septum, or amygdala prior to daily training impaired place learning, but had little effect on visible platform training or swim speed. Seizures triggered by stimulation of the medial perforant path after daily training also impaired place learning. Conversely, place learning proceeded normally in rats tested 24 h after kindling triggered by stimulation of the perforant path, septum, or amygdala, indicating that kindling per se does not affect place learning. Each group was able to learn the location of a reversed platform when pretraining seizures were discontinued; and perforant path and septal kindled rats, but not amygdaloid kindled rats, were impaired at learning the location of a reversed platform when seizures were triggered before training. The results confirm previous reports that limbic seizures produce amnesia, but they contradict the finding that hippocampal kindling impairs learning on tasks sensitive to hippocampal lesions.